
Enochian Magick And The Occult Roots Of
The Modern World: Unveiling the Mysteries
Throughout history, the world has been intrigued and fascinated by the occult.
Secret societies, mystical practices, and ancient rituals have always held a
certain allure, captivating the minds of both the curious and the devoted. One
such fascinating branch of occult knowledge is Enochian Magick. Enochian
Magick, rooted in ancient texts and divination, has played a significant role in
shaping the modern world and its practices.

Engaging the Mystical Power: Unlocking the Secrets of Enochian
Magick

Enochian Magick traces its origins back to the 16th century. It is a system of
angelic evocation developed by the scholar and occultist John Dee and his
medium, Edward Kelley. The duo claimed to have communicated with angels who
revealed a powerful system of magickal practices. These practices were inscribed
in a unique language known as the Enochian language.

Enochian Magick delves deep into the mysteries of the spiritual realm, aiming to
establish a direct connection with divine entities. Its practitioners believe that by
invoking and communicating with these angelic beings, they can acquire
forbidden knowledge and utilize their supernatural abilities to shape reality
according to their will.
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One of the key elements of Enochian Magick is its systematic structure, which
involves various rituals, invocations, and the use of specific symbols and
talismans. By adhering to these procedures, practitioners seek to harness the
powerful energy of the angels and gain insight into the hidden truths of the
universe.

The Influence of Enochian Magick on Modern Occult Practices

Enochian Magick has deeply influenced various aspects of the occult and
esoteric traditions, leaving an indelible mark on the modern world and its belief
systems.

Alchemy, an ancient practice of transformation and transmutation, has been
influenced by Enochian Magick. The concept of attaining spiritual enlightenment
through personal growth and purification resonates with the core principles of
Enochian Magick. Practitioners of both arts seek to elevate their consciousness
and tap into higher dimensions of reality.

Astrology, a widely practiced divinatory science, has also drawn inspiration from
Enochian Magick. The celestial connections and astrological correspondences
studied in astrology find parallels in the Enochian system. The alignment of
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heavenly bodies and the influence they hold resonate strongly with the idea of
angels guiding human destinies.

The Tarot, a powerful tool for occult readings, also owes some of its symbolism
and deeper meanings to Enochian Magick. The intricate connections between the
Tarot's Major Arcana and the angelic language have been explored by many
occultists over the years, contributing to the richness and depth of Tarot
interpretations.

Unveiling the Occult Roots of the Modern World

Enochian Magick's impact goes beyond specific practices and has seeped into
broader aspects of modern society, often without people's awareness.

Several occult symbols that have become part of popular culture and everyday
life have their origins in Enochian Magick. The Eye of Providence, a symbol
associated with mystical knowledge and divine wisdom, has roots in the Enochian
system. This widely recognized symbol can be found on currency, buildings, and
even popular media.

The concept of secret societies and their hidden influence on world affairs owes
much to the traditions explored by Enochian Magick. Freemasonry, one of the
most prominent secret societies, draws inspiration from ancient mystical
teachings, including aspects of Enochian Magick.

Furthermore, the New Age movement, with its focus on spiritual enlightenment,
healing, and personal growth, owes a debt to the philosophies and concepts
introduced by Enochian Magick. The belief in a deeper spiritual truth and the
pursuit of divine knowledge are reflective of the core principles of the Enochian
system.



Embracing the Mystical Path: Relevance in the Modern World

Although often overshadowed by more mainstream belief systems, Enochian
Magick continues to thrive in the modern world, attracting individuals seeking
spiritual growth and enlightenment.

Its systematic approach, mystical symbolism, and connection to a rich historical
lineage make Enochian Magick enticing to practitioners looking to explore the
mysteries of the universe and tap into their inner power.

By embracing the principles of Enochian Magick, adherents can gain a deeper
understanding of their own spirituality, connect with the divine forces that shape
the world, and ultimately forge their own path in the realms of the occult.

In : Enochian Magick - A Gateway to the Extraordinary

Enochian Magick stands as a testament to the enduring allure of the occult and
its impact on the modern world. As we uncover the mysteries surrounding this
ancient system, we gain a deeper appreciation for the profound influence it has
had on various aspects of human existence and the spiritual yearnings that
persist within us.

Whether one views Enochian Magick as a tool for personal growth, a
philosophical pursuit, or a gateway to supernatural powers, its existence
continues to shape our world today, reminding us of the hidden potential within
ourselves and the mystical depths waiting to be explored.
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A comprehensive look at the life and continuing influence of 16th-century
scientific genius and occultist Dr. John Dee

• Presents an overview of Dee’s scientific achievements, intelligence and spy
work, imperial strategizing, and his work developing methods to communicate
with angels

• Pieces together Dee’s fragmentary Spirit Diaries and examines Enochian in
precise detail and the angels’ plan to establish a New World Order

• Explores Dee’s influence on Sir Francis Bacon, modern science,
Rosicrucianism, and 20th-century occultists such as Jack Parsons, Aleister
Crowley, and Anton LaVey

Dr. John Dee (1527-1608), Queen Elizabeth I’s court advisor and astrologer, was
the foremost scientific genius of the 16th century. Laying the foundation for
modern science, he actively promoted mathematics and astronomy as well as
made advances in navigation and optics that helped elevate England to the
foremost imperial power in the world. Centuries ahead of his time, his theoretical
work included the concept of light speed and prototypes for telescopes and solar
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panels. Dee, the original “007” (his crown-given moniker), even invented the idea
of a “British Empire,” envisioning fledgling America as the new Atlantis, himself as
Merlin, and Elizabeth as Arthur.

But, as Jason Louv explains, Dee was suppressed from mainstream history
because he spent the second half of his career developing a method for
contacting angels. After a brilliant ascent from star student at Cambridge to
scientific advisor to the Queen, Dee, with the help of a disreputable, criminal
psychic named Edward Kelley, devoted ten years to communing with the angels
and archangels of God. These spirit communications gave him the keys to
Enochian, the language that mankind spoke before the fall from Eden. Piecing
together Dee’s fragmentary Spirit Diaries and scrying sessions, the author
examines Enochian in precise detail and explains how the angels used Dee and
Kelley as agents to establish a New World Order that they hoped would unify all
monotheistic religions and eventually dominate the entire globe.

Presenting a comprehensive overview of Dee’s life and work, Louv examines his
scientific achievements, intelligence and spy work, imperial strategizing, and
Enochian magick, establishing a psychohistory of John Dee as a singular force
and fundamental driver of Western history. Exploring Dee’s influence on Sir
Francis Bacon, the development of modern science, 17th-century
Rosicrucianism, the 19th-century occult revival, and 20th-century occultists such
as Jack Parsons, Aleister Crowley, and Anton LaVey, Louv shows how John Dee
continues to impact science and the occult to this day.
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